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Saturday 8th August 2015
PREMIER LEAGUE
Ladies Melville Toyota League vs Wolves (Lost 0 - 4) 2015-07-18
Best: R. Broek, C. Pickford, H. Munro
No report
Ladies Melville Toyota League vs Pirates (Lost 1 - 7) 2015-07-26
Best: T. Bowater, C. Bailey-Price, B. Clark
Goals: N. Evans
No report
PROVISIONAL LEAGUE
Mens Provisional 2 Gold vs Rockingham (Won 4 - 2)
Best: B. Rushton, A. Halliday, R. Williams
Goals: J. Pickering, R. Williams, G. Watton, M. Read
A game that epitomised the true spirit of sportsmanship and mutual
respect between combatants, a pleasure as always and the
stereotypes about people from Rockingham are not true. Bully Old
Chaps!
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Ladies Provisional 2 Black vs Uni Associates (Lost 2 - 3)
Best: M. Woodforde, L. Blechynden, R. Harries
Goals: K. Sparkes, S. Jarvis
Unfortunately our winning streak is over. But I suppose if you only
have lose one game in the year, its better to be during the season
rather than the Grand final!!! It would be quite easy to sit back and
blame it all on the umpires - because they were horrendous and
extremely biased - but we also weren't there to win. When we did
play our game we played it well, but we only played about 25
minutes of really good hockey, whereas the opposition played a very
physical full game of hockey.
But at least we know have some fire in our belly, so that when we
play them again in the first round of finals we will remember this
game and use it (hopefully) to pound them!!!
Mens Provisional 4 Gold vs Rockingham (Won 5 - 0)
Best: D. Kidd, P. Morris, A. Bocking
Goals: D. Kidd (3), P. Morris (2)
No report
Ladies Provisional 4 Gold vs Kwinana (Lost 1 - 2)
Best: K. Williams/K. Sayer, M. Hobday
Goals: M. Hobday
No report
METRO LEAGUE
Ladies Metro 1 vs WASPS (Lost 0 - 1)
Best: M. Farrow, M. Margetts, R. Roberts
Just can't get that win happening.
VETERANS
Ladies O35 Division 4 vs Raiders (Won 3 - 2) 2015-07-30
Best: G. Forbes, L. Osullivan, H. Doyle
Goals: L. Osullivan
No report
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Ladies O35 Division 4 vs Fremantle 3 (Lost 0 - 1) 2015-08-04
Best: L. Coss, H. Doyle, K. Sparkes
No report
Mens O40 Division 2 vs Lions 1 (Won 1 - 0)
Best: S. Chapman, K. Yeo, I. Neill
Goals: A. Shearing
No report
Mens O40 Division 4 vs Lions 4 (Lost 1 - 2)
Goals: B. Kennington
Tough game against the top team. had nearly a full quota of players
but were still unable to win though we mat have been able to draw
the game if some of our shots went in, We weren’t so great at our
passing game and we needed to be more hungry for the ball I think
we learnt a little from the game and how we can get a better result.
Mens O50 Division 1 vs Mods (Lost 0 - 4)
Best: M. Watson, G. Ranford, D. Loffell
Went into the game with high hopes after last weeks outstanding
game and our previous game against Mods. Again the effort was
there. The abysmal state of the Charles Veryard grounds were not a
contributor as our trapping and passing were up to the challenge.
We had a number of good goal opportunities, applied some good
goal pressure, but without the necessary results.
Mens O50 Division 2 Gold vs CT Pirates (Drew 1 - 1)
Best: G. Hunt, E. Nell, S. Silvey
Goals: A. Wood
We struggled to convert scoring opportunities, but finally managed
to scramble one past the goalie late in the second half, only to be
out done by a magnificent late cut by gramps into the wrong goals.
Gramps will surely be in contention for the third test.
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Mens O50 Division 3 vs Lions (Won 6 - 0)
Best: J. Christie, R. Knyn, L. Alder
Goals: J. Christie (2), M. Hudson (2), L. Alder, R. Knyn
Good to get another win on the board after a few poor results. An
effective game but not pretty. Many Thanks to Andy.
Mens O60 Division vs Wolves (Lost 0 - 3)
Best: G. Riley, P. Hall/L. Welten, P. Oudejans
As usual a tough game against the third placed Wolves who have a
very skilful side. We fought hard in the first half but they scored
twice. In the second half we went back to a traditional structure and
restricted them to one goal. Geoff played another great game and
made same fantastic saves that kept us in the game, well done
Geoff.

STEVE MCENTEE’S
DURACRAFT PANEL & PAINT

PHONE CLUBMAN AND MAJOR SPONSOR, STEVE MCENTEE
FOR QUALITY PANEL BEATING AND SPRAY PAINTING

59 Norma Rd, Myaree
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9330 2466

JUNIORS
Boys 11/12A vs WASPS (Won 1 - 0)
Best: C. Thompson, J. Rutigliano, T. Ziegelaar
Goals: N. Page
An ugly win but a win none the less. Still nowhere near our best
which we played in the 2nd half last week. Still we got the 3 points
and that is all that we need at this point. Look forward to next week!
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Boys 11/12A Reserve vs Westside Wolves (Drew 1 - 1)
Best: M. Dixon, G. Bloem, A. Edgar
Goals: M. Dixon
After last weeks wonderful performance, another was going to be
needed to compete against a strong Wolves team. Despite Wolves
putting our defence under pressure early on, we managed to create
a few counter attack opportunities. Throughout the first half, both
teams had chances to score, and a penalty corner or 2 each, but
neither could convert. The physical application of the Melville boys
was great, and it was going to be maintained for the 2nd half if we
were to win.
Despite some untimely turnovers, in areas of the pitch which weren't
ideal, Andrew in goals, along with our defenders were able to keep
Wolves out for a period of time. A good backhand deflection by the
Wolves player finally gave them a 1-0 lead. This didn't deter the
boys, as they hit back from a penalty corner in the following
minutes. A hard hit from Dicko at the top, was deflected in on the
post by the Wolves player. Wolves had a penalty corner after the 70
minutes were up, but our defence were able to successfully clear it,
leaving the end score as a 1-1 draw.
Although we did turn the ball over a lot, Wolves are a strong team,
so to hold them to a 1-1 draw shows the improvement the boys
have made over the season so far, and that they now are one of the
stronger teams in the competition.
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Girls 11/12A Promotion vs Wolves (Won 2 - 0)
Best: N. Matthews, T. Power, V. Wade
Goals: C. Dawes, M. Foss
The girls met pre-game and did their usual chit-chat and banter
before warming up exercises - but this time Mon brought along
some 'motivational' music that would have kept sleeping beauty
resting for another 12 months. Please Mon think of the team, our
ears and the approaching finals. Unfortunately due to work
commitments coach Megs missed the game and left coach Kirst
with sole responsibility.
Our previous Wolves clash had us completely dominate with a
strong win and this game should not have been any different.
However, the Wolves were strengthened by a beautiful full moon
and went into the game very confident of an upset. The game tempo
appeared unusually high with the opposition putting up a great fight
(particularly their GK) who stopped many a shot on goal. Our drive
seemed a little flat this week and the luck that we usually create for
ourselves wasn't as prevalent. The atmosphere was a little down, so
the manager even had to do a little dance to get a couple of players
up and running (running away that is!). Gradually we wore them
down (as we do) scoring a goal in each half which was just enough
to muzzle the wolves and take home the points.
We only have two more home and away games left and every team
experiences a little bit of a slump during a season. Ours seems to
have been intermittently occurring over the past few weeks, which
isn't a bad thing really, given we have still left with wins and the
finals (the pointy end) is rapidly approaching. I predict the
'Dominators' will be at their playing best come finals time. If we have
some decent music!
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www.hockeyinternational.com.au

Proud supporters of Melville City Hockey Club
Call in today for the best range of hockey gear at the best prices.

Phone Jinder on

9388 3377
Mobile 0407 186 456
Fax: 9388 3311
164 – 166 Railway Pde, West Leederville

Girls 11/12B vs St Brigids (Lost 2 - 4)
Goals: R. Dymond, K. Gauci
Sadly even though the score doesn't reflect on the game the girls
played today but they owned the field. As soon as St Brigid's had the
ball down their end our girls where soon on their tails bringing it
straight back to Melville's end. Rebecca Dymond, and Rebecca
Vanderzwan had a cracker of a game confusing the opposition and
leading the way. The girls are clicking now and its a shame there's
only 3 games left of the season. Beautiful goals scored by Rebecca
Dymond and Kirra Gauci, Just a shame Bailey Irvine wasn't on
centre with all her missed shots otherwise it would of been a
different score.
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Bank of Queensland
Applecross
Unit 3
18-22 Riseley Street
Applecross WA 6153
Tel: (08) 9464 3244
Fax: (08) 9464 3255
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Western Irrigation
Pty. Ltd.
211 Barrington Street
Bibra Lake WA 6163
Ph: (08) 9434 5678
Fax: (08) 9434 5777

Spearwood
Wool Handlers
U

Sudlow Road,
Spearwood 6163
Phone: (08) 9494 2967
Clubman – Rob Thorn
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U

uardian Night & Day
Pharmacy Canning
Vale
Cnr Randford & Campbell Roads
T

9455 6061

Waste Water Services

T

Open every day
8am –10pm
Savings for players and supporters -

Ph: (08) 9248 6113

Show this advertisement to get 10%
off all first aid items and sports
medicines
T

Sewage & Water
Treatment - Australian
Mining

T

Owner/Manager John Cooke

U

Moncrieff Realty

Specialising in:
·
·
·
·

Steam carpet cleaning
Upholstery cleaning
Carpet & fabric protection
Tile and grout cleaning

T

Property Sales and Management
in the City of Melville.
T

JIM MONCRIEFF
(Veterans)Mobile: 0409 890
001Office:9330
1644jim@moncrieffrealty.comww
w.moncrieffrealty.com
T

Bruce Cadd

Long term club member

0417 967 779
Credit Cards Welcome
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T

Kenwick Auto Electrics
T: (08) 9459 1755
F: (08) 9493 1003
swiftlink@kae.com.au

118 High St, Fremantle

(08) 9433 2331
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MaryAnne
9330 4825

Network Packaging
38-40 Magnet Rd, Canning Vale
T: (08) 9456 5656
F: (08) 9456 5600
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Boys 9/10A vs YMCC (Won 7 - 2)
Best: K. Potter, W. Stewart, M. Tate
Goals: K. Potter (2), D. Whibley (2), R. Bright, W. Stewart, D. Forbes
Took us a while to hit our straps but once we put it all together in the
second half we completely dominated the game. We will need to
tidy up a few things that the better teams in the comp will punish us
for, but the 3 points ensures we are in a good position to make
finals.
Girls 9/10A vs NC Raiders (Won 5 - 0)
Best: J. Snyman, S. Wignell, K. O'Sullivan
Goals: A. Drane, M. Hagen, K. O'Sullivan, J. Snyman, A. Bell
Good 5 goal first half. Made a lot of opportunities and was able to
control the game the way we wanted to play. Very average second
half where we ran the ball, went straight down the middle and didn't
use the space. Just 6 first halves to go. Eliane - if you want to sub,
just ask - don't get hit in the face!
Boys 9/10A Reserve vs YMCC (Lost 1 - 3)
Goals: J. Lukan
Our one and only game on grass this year and we started well,
holding possession and creating opportunities for our forwards.
Unfortunately brief lapses of concentration are hurting us as the
opposition consistently scores at these times. We have to be better
at defending during these lapses and understand that sometimes
you need to scramble in defence when the momentum of a game
shifts in the oppositions favour. If we can hold on during these
periods the momentum will swing back our way and that is when we
need to capitalise.
It is pleasing to see the group working hard to stick to the game
plan, we just need to start finishing that good work off in the
attacking D
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Girls 9/10A Reserve vs NC Raiders (Drew 1 - 1)
Best: E. Rayfield, L. Mellor, C. Power
Goals: A. Swan
Our first grass game of the season and thankfully our last!!! The girls
looked a bit sluggish in the first half and got caught napping as the
Raiders scored their first goal. The forward momentum did start to
pick up in the second half and luckily earned us a goal to level the
match.
Boys 9/10B (Black) vs YMCC (Won 7 - 1)
Best: M. Harrup, M. Gillard, G. Hyde
Goals: M. Gillard (3), L. Farrow (2), B. Munnings, R. Needham
Our one and only turf game for the year was always going to be
interesting and the boys didn’t let us down with a strong
performance against a very brave and committed opposition to
cement a finals spot. Many thanks to our 7/8B boys Aiden and
Brandon for helping us to cover some illness and absences, it is
great to see young men volunteering to help the older age groups in
times of need. We now face the 3 games that will determine which
finals position we occupy, keep up the efforts boys and look forward
to representing your club in the finals.
Girls 9/10B (Gold) vs Wolves Red (Lost 0 - 7)
Best: I. Moncrieff, L. Green, A. Belke
We let the match get away from us in the first half but after a dodgy
start we came good for a second half that saw us have at least as
many goal scoring opportunities as the opposition. Again we had no
subs so surprising the best play from all was in the second half and
pleasing to see the way we worked together to get the ball into the
circle. Good work girls
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Boys 7/8A vs YMCC (Lost 2 - 6)
Best: D. Page, O. McHoull, P. Lorraine
Goals: D. Moulin (2)
YMCC won easily but our Melville boys never stopped trying. The
first two goals came to YMCC early in the first half. Daniel Page,
Oben McHoul and Patrick Lorraine all played well today. Good luck
next week boys.
Girls 7/8A vs YMCC (Won 2 - 0)
Best: N. Flynn, J. Jackson, C. Power
Goals: N. Flynn, J. Jackson
This was perhaps our most complete game of hockey for the
season. Our defence covered for each other and used our right half
very effectively to get the ball into attack. Chloe Power also chipped
in one brilliant and two or three other quality saves. Coco also chose
the right time to attack their striker on a breakaway. The girls moved
the ball through the midfield with good passing and carry. Neasa led
the way in this regard but she was closely followed by Jayde. It was
good to see Gabby back providing strong run to back them up.
Georgia took one for the team but showed what she’s made of by
desperately wanting to get back on the field. The area that needs to
be tidied up is the final shot on goal in our attacking PC variations.
Perfect practice will make perfect.
Gemma is coaching whilst Keith, Jayde and Needy are at the
School Sport Australia national 12s championships at UWA this
week. Be good and wish us all the best.
p.s. special mention for Kate Cowan – a full back in the making.
Girls 7/8A Reserve vs NC Raiders (Lost 0 - 5)
One step forward, two steps back. Dejavu this week as it was like
our very first game. We forgot our skills, ball movement and leading.
It was only in the last 15 mins that the team decided to play and put
pressure on the opposition. Back to training this week and some
hard work all round to reset and regain our composure before next
weeks game.
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Girls 7/8B (Gold) vs Wolves (Lost 0 - 1)
Best: C. Batten, M. Frossos, J. West
Last game for the girls under coach Andy Bull. Unfortunately the
girls were not able to pull off the win for him this week. As always a
closely fought match against the Wolves, Cassidy Batten fabulous in
goals and our best on ground this week. End result 1-0 to the
Wolves. A big thank you to Andy for a big effort this season as coach
and we all wish him well in Amsterdam.
Boys 7/8C vs Kalamunda (Won 2 - 1)
Best: Spirited team effort
Goals: M. Harler, B. Creighton
After copping a 4-0 thumping the first time they met. the Melville
boys were keen to put on a better game against the 2nd best team
in the competition. Boy did they do that. Within the first 3 minutes,
Ben slotted one past his defender and across to Maxwell who
promptly dodged the keeper and banged home the opening goal of
the match. In a match where the opposition were getting overly
physical, it was a delight to see the Melville boys keep their resolve,
heed the words of Coach Rayfield and put weeks of training drills
into action. The team defence was rock solid and only for a minor
lapse toward the end of the 1st half, their performance was
outstanding all game. The improvement in these boys as a team is
nothing short of magnificent and although finals may fall agonisingly
short come the end of the season, at least they're improving,
enjoying their hockey and the company of each other.
Girls 5/6A vs WASPS (Drew 1 - 1)
Best: C. Templeman, G. Murphy, E. McCormack
A tight game in which the team demonstrated good passing, which
created some good opportunities in front of goals. Keep working
hard to make the most of those opportunities in the D, and make
sure we are first to the ball every time. A good team effort.
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Boys 5/6A Promotion
Goals: D. Parker (2), R. Roy
Second turf game for the year and seemingly a tough surface for the
boys to get used to. Rockingham train regularly on the surface and
for much of the game showed us how its done. Melville had not led
all game until the final goal to bring the score to 3-2, the boys
digging deep and worked well together for this winning goal … a fast
break from mid field by Dylan Bradshaw with the ball being passed
around among half the team before finally finding the back of the
net. Two goals by Daniel Parker, moved to up the field by coach Phil
to play striker from his normal defensive position and made the most
of this opportunity, added to by the first goal of the season for
newcomer Ritvij Roy. Well done boys!
Boys 5/6B Gold vs Fremantle (Drew 3 - 3) 2015-07-26
Goals: J. Mellor (2), R. Stephenson
No report
Boys 5/6B Gold vs Westside Wolves (Red) (Won 3 - 2)
2015-08-01
Goals: R. Stephenson (2), C. Rynvis
Melville 5/6 B Boys continued their week to week improvement with
a convincing 3:2 win over the previously undefeated Wolves. Riley
Stevenson slotted two quick goals in the first half and Corey Rynvis
was rewarded in the second half for his consistent efforts. A strong
defence and midfield kept Wolves in their own half for most of the
game while the Melville forwards made numerous assaults on the
Wolves goals. A solid effort from the team on the rise.
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Boys 5/6C Gold vs Kwinana (Won 2 - 1)
Best: M. Horrocks, T. Stone, L. Paterson
Goals: M. Hellberg (2)
We played with better structure on field this week. Our half backs
held position well and were able to deliver good ball forward. Full
backs and goalie saw quite a bit of action but great keeping and
good clearing meant we were able to relieve pressure quickly. Some
exciting runs forward by our centre and inners had the parents
voicing heaps of support.
It was great to see the team using the ideas we worked on at
training this week.
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